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Men Do It Too : Opting Out and In

HB | 189.pp | June 2021€88.95 |

Ingrid Biese
De Gruyter (HGV) | 9783110724165

Men Do It Too: Opting Out and In 
offers a timely and comprehensive 
analysis of the phenomenon of men 
leaving mainstream careers models, 
adding to current debates on opting 
out. 

The PhD Parenthood Trap : Caught Between Work 
and Family in Academia

HB | 272.pp | October 2021£22.50 |

Kerry F. Crawford
Georgetown University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781647120665

In The PhD Parenthood Trap, Kerry F. 
Crawford and Leah C. Windsor use 
insights from original survey data and 
vignettes from scholars to reveal the 
realities of raising kids-on or off the 
tenure track-and suggest reforms to 
help support parents throughout their 
careers.

Encyclopedia of Sex and Sexuality [2 volumes] : 
Understanding Biology, Psychology, and Culture

HB | 859.pp | March 2021£152.00 |

Heather L. Armstrong
ABC-CLIO (Marston Book Services) | 9781610698740

Providing a comprehensive 
framework for the broad subject of 
human sexuality, this two-volume set 
offers a context of historical 
development, scientific discovery, and 
sociopolitical and sociocultural 
movements".

Daily Life of Women in Postwar America

HB | 291.pp | February 2021£47.00 |

Nancy Hendricks
Greenwood Publishing Group Inc (Marston Book Services) | 
9781440871283

"From Beatniks to Sputnik and 
Princess Grace to Peyton Place, this 
book illuminates the female half of 
America's population as they entered a 
"brave new world" that revolutionized 
women's lives"--

Ending Sexual Violence in College : A 
Community-Focused Approach

HB | 280.pp | March 2021£26.00 |

Joanne H. Gavin
Johns Hopkins University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9781421440156

Aimed at college administrators and 
Title IX coordinators who are 
responsible for leading campuses that 
are safe for everyone, Ending Sexual 
Violence in College enables those who 
work or live on a college campus to 
take an active role in making the 
campus safer.

Women in Wartime : Theatrical Representations in 
the Long Eighteenth Century

PB | 456.pp | December 2021£26.00 |

Paula R. Backscheider
Johns Hopkins University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9781421441689

Women in Wartime demonstrates the 
startling acuity and prescience of the 
repertoire in responding to the 
war-steeped culture of the period.
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Women in Wartime : Theatrical Representations in 
the Long Eighteenth Century

HB | 456.pp | December 2021£74.00 |

Paula R. Backscheider
Johns Hopkins University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9781421441672

Women in Wartime demonstrates the 
startling acuity and prescience of the 
repertoire in responding to the 
war-steeped culture of the period.

Bodies in Doubt : An American History of Intersex

PB | 288.pp | July 2021£22.00 |

Elizabeth Reis
Johns Hopkins University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9781421441849

While many are hearing the human 
rights call, controversies persist, and 
Reis explains why best practices in this 
field remain fiercely contested.

The Power of Difference : Where the Complexities of 
Diversity and Inclusion Meet Practical Solutions

PB | 264.pp | December 2021£19.99 |

Simon Fanshawe
Kogan Page Ltd (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781398601543

Learn how to create true diversity and 
inclusion by combining our 
differences, having open conversations 
and listening to all voices, not just the 
few, with this practical and engaging 
guide.

The Power of Difference : Where the Complexities of 
Diversity and Inclusion Meet Practical Solutions

PB | 264.pp | December 2021£19.99 |

Simon Fanshawe
Kogan Page Ltd (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781398601543

Learn how to create true diversity and 
inclusion by combining our 
differences, having open conversations 
and listening to all voices, not just the 
few, with this practical and engaging 
guide.

Luisa Roldan

HB | 144.pp | September 2021£30.00 |

Catherine Hall-van den Elsen
Lund Humphries Publishers Ltd (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781848224469

This beautifully illustrated 
monograph presents the first overview 
in English of the life and work of Luisa 
Roldan (1652-1706), a prolific and 
celebrated sculptor of the Spanish 
Golden Age. 

Intimacy and Mobility in an Era of Hardening 
Borders : Gender, Reproduction, Regulation

HB | 256.pp | March 2021£90.00 |

Haldis Haukanes
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526150219

Based on vivid and illuminating 
ethnographic research from both east 
and west Europe, this book 
investigates the relationship between 
geopolitical and physical borders and 
ideological, classificatory boundaries, 
highlighting bordering process, and 
showing how the two often operate in 
tandem in the regulation of 
reproduction, care and intimacy. -- .
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Horizontal Together : Art, Dance, and Queer 
Embodiment in 1960s New York

HB | 208.pp | May 2021£85.00 |

Paisid Aramphongphan
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526148438

Horizontal together is an up-close 
look at the cultural and political power 
of the langourous queer body, 
combining historical research, queer 
theory and the analysis of bodily 
gestures. The book presents a dancerly 
story of 1960s art focusing on Andy 
Warhol, underground filmmaker Jack 
Smith and experimental dance star 
Fred Herko. -- .

Regulating Homosexuality in Soviet Russia, 
1956-91 : A Different History

HB | 264.pp | May 2021£85.00 |

Rustam Alexander
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526155764

This book examines the way 
homosexuality snaked through expert 
discourse in Soviet courts, prisons, 
science and education, helping us 
understand the history of sexuality in 
Russia and the USSR. -- .

Chris Abani

HB | 296.pp | February 2022£80.00 |

Annalisa Oboe
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526147202

Touching on global issues such as 
violence, sexual abuse, gender, 
performativity, marginality, migration 
and human rights, Abani's work 
testifies to the centrality of his literary 
voice in the contemporary literary 
panorama. This book shows how 
aesthetics overlaps with ethics and 
how forms of extreme abuse may 
coexist with love and redemption. -- .

Love's Cure, or the Martial Maid : By John Fletcher 
and Philip Massinger

HB | 288.pp | January 2022£80.00 |

Jose A. Perez Diez
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526135155

A fully annotated critical edition of 
John Fletcher and Philip Massinger's 
ground-breaking comedy Love's Cure, 
or The Martial Maid (1615), a 
fascinating exploration of the journey 
of two transgender characters in an 
adverse heteronormative society. This 
Revels Plays edition offers a 
modernised text and a full critical 
commentary. -- .

Luminous Presence : Derek Jarman's Life-Writing

HB | 280.pp | October 2021£80.00 |

Alexandra Parsons
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526144751

Luminous presence: Derek Jarman's 
life-writing is the first book to analyse 
the prolific writing of queer icon 
Derek Jarman. Much of Jarman's 
powerful, imaginative response to 
HIV/AIDS can be found in his 
remarkable books, which Alexandra 
Parsons argues were critical in 
changing the cultural terms of queer 
representation in the 1980s and 1990s.

Psychoanalysis and the Family in 
Twentieth-Century France : FrancOise Dolto and 

HB | 280.pp | February 2022£80.00 |

Richard Bates
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526159625

This book examines the life and career 
of popular French psychoanalyst 
Francoise Dolto (1908-88). It connects 
her rise to two broader histories: the 
dramatic growth of psychoanalysis in 
postwar France and the long-running 
debate over the family and the proper 
role of women in society. -- .
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Queer Cinema in Contemporary France : Five 
Directors

HB | 368.pp | July 2022£80.00 |

Todd Reeser
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526141064

Comprehensive in scope, Queer 
cinema in contemporary France traces 
the development of the meaning of 
queer across five French directors' 
careers, from their earliest, often 
unknown films to their later, major 
films with international release. -- .

Catholic Nuns and Sisters in a Secular Age : 
Britain, 1945-90

PB | 344.pp | April 2021£25.00 |

Carmen M. Mangion
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526156068

This is the first in-depth study of 
post-war female religious life. Rooted 
in the lived experiences of women 
religious in Britain, it explores British 
modernity, the social movements of 
the long 1960s and the Second Vatican 
Council, while acknowledging 
transnational relationships and global 
interconnectivities within and across 
national divides. -- .

Sexual Progressives : Reimagining Intimacy in 
Scotland, 1880-1914

PB | 248.pp | November 2021£25.00 |

Tanya Cheadle
Manchester University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781526160461

Sexual Progressives is a major new 
study of the feminists and socialists 
who campaigned against the moral 
conservatism of Victorian Scotland. 
Drawing on a range of sources, from 
letters and diaries to radical 
newspapers and utopian novels, its 
arguments disrupt current 
understandings of progressive thought 
and behaviour in fin de siecle Britain. 
-- .

Rape Culture and Female Resistance in Late 
Medieval Literature : With an Edition of Middle 
English and Middle Scots Pastourelles

HB | 280.pp | June 2022£103.95 |

Sarah Baechle
Pennsylvania State University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9780271092676

A collection of essays exploring 
medieval rape culture, survivors' 
speech, and female subjectivity in a 
late medieval lyric genre known as the 
pastourelle as well as in related literary 
works.

What It Feels Like : Visceral Rhetoric and the 
Politics of Rape Culture

HB | 232.pp | October 2021£79.95 |

Stephanie R. Larson
Pennsylvania State University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9780271091433

Investigates contemporary and 
historical rhetorics of rape culture 
within institutional, legal, cultural, and 
medical discourses. Examines how 
discourses about rape rely on 
strategies of containment and deny 
the felt experiences of victims, 
ultimately stalling broader claims for 
justice in the United States.

Metanoia : Rhetoric, Authenticity, and the 
Transformation of the Self

PB | 216.pp | April 2022£28.95 |

Adam Ellwanger
Pennsylvania State University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9780271085937

Examines the concept of metanoia as 
both a rhetorical figure of speech and 
a critical tool for the analysis of 
self-reinventions of all kinds, 
including conversions related to race, 
sex, religion, and politics.
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Sodomites, Pederasts, and Tribades in 
Eighteenth-Century France : A Documentary 
History

PB | 272.pp | May 2021£27.95 |

Jeffrey Merrick
Pennsylvania State University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9780271083360

In this book, Jeffrey Merrick brings 
together a rich array of 
primary-source documents-many of 
which are published or translated here 
for the first time-that depict in detail 
the policing of same-sex populations 
in eighteenth-century France and the 
ways in which Parisians regarded what 
they called sodomy or pederasty and 
tribadism.

The Creation of the French Royal Mistress : From 
Agnes Sorel to Madame Du Barry

PB | 248.pp | May 2021£23.95 |

Tracy Adams
Pennsylvania State University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9780271085982

Explores the sociogenesis and 
development of the French royal 
mistress, examining the careers of 
nine of the most significant holders of 
that title between 1444 and the final 
years of the ancien regime.

Women Artists, Their Patrons, and Their Publics in 
Early Modern Bologna

HB | 332.pp | March 2021£59.95 |

Babette Bohn
Pennsylvania State University Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9780271086965

Examines sixty-eight women artists in 
early modern Bologna, revealing how 
they obtained public commissions and 
expanded beyond the portrait subjects 
to which women were traditionally 
confined. Uses new methodological 
models for considering gender and art 
in early modern Italy.

Family Abolition : Capitalism and the 
Communizing of Care

HB | 192.pp | June 2023£75.00 |

M. E. O'Brien
Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745343839

Book 

cover

A revolutionary rebuttal of the family 
under capitalism

Fractured : Race, Class, Gender and the Hatred of 
Identity Politics

HB | 240.pp | September 2022£75.00 |

Michael Richmond
Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745346571

An antidote to political infighting and 
the culture wars

Family Abolition : Capitalism and the 
Communizing of Care

PB | 192.pp | June 2023£16.99 |

M. E. O'Brien
Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745343822

A revolutionary rebuttal of the family 
under capitalism
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Fractured : Race, Class, Gender and the Hatred of 
Identity Politics

PB | 240.pp | September 2022£16.99 |

Michael Richmond
Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745346564

An antidote to political infighting and 
the culture wars Identity politics has 
been a smear for decades. The right 
use it to lament the loss of free speech, 
while many on the left bemoan it as 
the end of class politics. It has been 
used to dismiss movements such as 
Black Lives Matter and brought 
seemingly progressive people into the 
path of fascism.

Fractured : Race, Class, Gender and the Hatred of 
Identity Politics

HB | 240.pp | September 2022£75.00 |

Michael Richmond
Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745346571

An antidote to political infighting and 
the culture wars

Constructions of Masculinity in the Middle East 
and North Africa : Literature, Film, and National 
Discourse

HB | 400.pp | March 2021£45.00 |

Mohja Kahf
The American University in Cairo Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9789774169755

This edited collection examines 
constructions of both hegemonic and 
marginalized masculinities in the 
MENA region, through literary 
criticism, film studies, discourse 
analysis, anthropological accounts, 
and studies of military culture.

What Is Rape? - Social Theory and Conceptual 
Analysis : Social Theory and Conceptual Analysis

PB | 320.pp | December 2021£90.99 |

Hilkje Charlott Hanel
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837644340

What exactly is rape? And how is it 
embedded in society? Hilkje Charlotte 
Hanel offers a philosophical 
exploration of the often 
misrepresented concept of rape in 
everyday life, systematically mapping 
out and elucidating this atrocious 
phenomenon. 

Claiming Home : Migration Biographies and 
Everyday Lives of Queer Migrant Women in 
Switzerland

PB | 446.pp | February 2022£49.99 |

Tina Buchler
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837656916

Claiming Home traces transnational 
configurations of sexualities through 
biographical narratives of queer 
migrant women. Situated between 
victimizing heteronormative and 
racialized stereotypes of migrant 
women on the one hand, and the 
implicitly white figure of the lesbian 
on the other, queer migrant women 
are rendered impossible subjects. 

Negotiating the Borders of the Gender Regime : 
Developments and Debates on Trans(sexuality) in 
the Federal Republic of Germany

PB | 436.pp | December 2021£48.99 |

Adrian De Silva
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837644418

Adrian de Silva traces how sexology, 
the law, federal politics, and the trans 
movement interacted to generate or 
challenge concepts of trans(sexuality) 
from the mid-1960s to 2014 in 
Germany. The interdisciplinary study 
draws upon and contributes to debates 
in (trans)gender and queer studies, 
sociology of law, sexology, and social 
movements.
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(In)visible Acts of Resistance in the Twilight of the 
Franco Regime : A Historical Narration

PB | 410.pp | December 2021£45.99 |

Aurora G. Morcillo
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837652574

Which everyday practices allowed 
women to sustain and fulfill 
individuality and agency under 
dictatorial rule? This book adds to a 
rich scholarship on the history of late 
Francoism and the transition to 
democracy in Modern Spain through 
the lens of oral history and life writing.

Equality Governance via Policy Analysis? : The 
Implementation of Gender Impact Assessment in the 
European Union and Gender-Based Analysis in 

PB | 568.pp | December 2021£45.99 |

Arn T. Sauer
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837643763

Arn T. Sauer examines the 
instruments of gendered policy 
analysis and the conditions under 
which they are being used by the 
Canadian federal government and the 
European Commission. He shows that 
the success of equality governance 
depends upon whether knowledge 
about gendered policy and 
administrative practices are embedded 
in public administration.

Amnesty International and Women's Rights : 
Feminist Strategies, Leadership Commitment and 
Internal Resistances

PB | 320.pp | December 2021£40.99 |

Miriam Ganzfried
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837660081

Amnesty International's (AI) focus on 
civil and political rights has marked 
their work with a gender bias from the 
outset.

Discursive Intersexions : Daring Bodies between 
Myth, Medicine, and Memoir

PB | 290.pp | December 2021£36.99 |

Michaela Koch
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837637052

Life narratives and fiction that 
represent experiences of 
hermaphroditism and intersex are at 
the core of Michaela Koch's study.

History's Queer Stories : Retrieving and Navigating 
Homosexuality in British Fiction About the Second 
World War

PB | 310.pp | December 2021£36.99 |

Natalie Marena Nobitz
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837645439

Critical analysis of the dramatisation 
of homosexuality in British fiction 
about the Second World War is 
noticeable only by its relative absence 
from the field.  Natalie Marena Nobitz 
analyzes four novels dealing with the 
disruption of gender roles and 
institutionalized heteronormativity 
during the war.

The Promise of Diversity : How Brazilian Brand 
Capitalism Affects Precarious Identities and Work

PB | 298.pp | December 2021£36.99 |

Nicolas Wasser
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837637540

Nicolas Wasser critically examines 
how sexual and racial identities are 
currently being articulated through 
capitalist brands and labor. 
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Dancing Youth - Hip Hop and Gender in Late 
Socialist Vietnam : Hip Hop and Gender in Late 
Socialist Vietnam

PB | 310.pp | May 2022£35.99 |

Sandra Kurfurst
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837656343

Breaking, popping, locking, waacking, 
and hip-hop dance are practiced 
widely in contemporary Vietnam.

Women Architects and Politics - Intersections 
between Gender, Power Structures, and 
Architecture in the Long Twentieth Century : 

PB | 250.pp | April 2022£35.99 |

Mary Pepchinski
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837656305

In the late 1960s, the feminist scholar 
Kate Millet broadly defined "politics" 
as arrangements of power which 
enable individuals collectively to 
assert authority over others. Taking 
this definition, case studies by scholars 
from Europe and Israel explore the 
gendered professional in the 20th 
century as she navigated arrangements 
of power-including organised religion, 
emancipation movements, cultural 
norms, and shifting forms of 
government-to practice architecture. 

Moves Spaces Places : The Life Worlds of Jamaican 
Women in Montreal, An Ethnography

PB | 200.pp | April 2022£34.99 |

Lisa Johnson
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837658088

In the complex and multi-layered 
process of migration and 
identity-building, classical migration 
theories and approaches of 
transnationalism seem no longer able 
to grasp how belonging and home are 
to be found in movement. 

Hearing Sexism : Gender in the Sound of Popular 
Music. A Feminist Approach

PB | 220.pp | September 2022£31.99 |

LJ Muller
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837658514

If pictures can be sexist, can analyzing 
sound reveal sexism, too? Where is the 
language to discuss sexism in music?

Queer Turkey : Transnational Poetics of Desire

PB | 250.pp | December 2021£31.99 |

Poole, Ralph J.
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837650600

Before Erdogan's repressive politics 
took hold, queer cultures were more 
visible than ever in Turkey. Queer 
Turkey offers a broad range of 
reflections on queer Turkish cultures 
within a transnational, Euro-American 
context. Based on his experience in 
Istanbul, Ralph J. Poole shares his 
impressions of queer desires between 
Muslim tradition and global pop, 
observes what goes on in the hamam, 
and wonders about Arabesk culture. 

Right-Wing Populism and Gender : European 
Perspectives and Beyond

PB | 300.pp | December 2021£31.99 |

Gabriele Dietze
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837649802

While the field of research in 
right-wing populism has recently been 
blossoming and is expanding, a 
systematic look into the interface of 
right-wing populism and gender is still 
missing. This volume seeks to 
strengthen the analysis of the 
intersection of gender and race as 
constitutional for radical right 
discourse.
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Trans Health : Global Perspectives on Care for 
Trans Communities

PB | 400.pp | December 2021£31.99 |

Max Nicolai Appenroth
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837650822

Although social scientists and 
practitioners have shown an increased 
interest in the inclusion of trans 
persons in recent years, the current 
position of this group in the 
(medical/psychological/nursing) care 
system remains under-researched.

Ich bin eine Kanackin : Decolonizing Popfeminism? 
Transcultural Perspectives on Lady Bitch Ray

PB | 200.pp | December 2021£27.99 |

Pinar Tuzcu
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837635720

Pinar Tuzcu explores rapper Lady 
Bitch Ray's performance and 
particularly her use of the term 
Kanackin. 

Marxism and Intersectionality : Race, Gender, Class 
and Sexuality under Contemporary Capitalism

PB | 320.pp | December 2021£27.99 |

Ashley J. Bohrer
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837641608

Ashley J. Bohrer argues that it is only 
by considering race, gender, sexuality, 
and ability within the structures of 
capitalism and imperialism that we 
can understand power relations. 
Bohrer explains how the purported 
incompatibilities between Marxism 
and intersectionality arise more from 
miscommunication than a 
fundamental conceptual antagonism.

Transgression and Subversion - Gender in the 
Picaresque Novel : Gender in the Picaresque Novel

PB | 218.pp | December 2021£27.99 |

Maren Lickhardt
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837644005

Although scholars have recognized the 
picaresque figure as a transgressive 
and subversive model, the queer effect 
of the figure is yet to be examined. 
Considering class, generation, and 
topography, the contributions 
assembled in this volume explore 
Spanish, French, English, and German 
novels from the perspective of gender 
and cultural theory.

Living with an Infected Planet : COVID-19 
Feminism and the Global Frontline of Care

PB | 250.pp | September 2022£26.99 |

Elke Krasny
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837659153

Living with an infected planet has led 
to an unprecedented crisis of care. 
Since the outbreak of the coronavirus, 
life-making and death-making are at 
the center of global attention.

Two Women Patrons of the Russian Avant-Garde : 
Nadezhda Dobychina and Klavdia Mikhailova

HB | 240.pp | October 2021£30.00 |

Natalia Murray
Unicorn Publishing Group (Marston Book Services) | 9781913491277

This new publication examines early 
20thcentury gender politics and 
development of the emerging art 
market in Russia.
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Defining Sexual Misconduct : Power, Media, and 
#MeToo

PB | 368.pp | May 2022£26.99 |

Stacey Hannem
University of Regina Press (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9780889778092

Defining Sexual Misconduct 
investigates shifts in media coverage 
of sexual violence and details 
significant changes in public discourse 
about sexual harm.  In 2015, the New 
York Times ran just a single headline 
with the term "sexual misconduct." 
Three years later, it ran dozens of such 
headlines, averaging more than one 
per week, and expanded coverage 
across other media organizations 
followed. 

Men Out of Focus : The Soviet Masculinity Crisis in 
the Long Sixties

HB | 344.pp | January 2021£56.99 |

Marko Dumancic
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781487505257

Men Out of Focus examines how and 
why the Soviet public came to worry 
openly about the state of masculinity 
during the 1950s and 1960s - and how 
a perceived crisis really stood in for 
broader fears.

Laws of Transgression : The Return of Judge 
Schreber

HB | 232.pp | April 2022£49.99 |

Peter Goodrich
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781487509156

Offering diverse perspectives on 
Daniel Paul Scheber's Memoirs of My 
Nervous Illness, this volume uses law 
and legal thought to uncover 
fundamental questions about the 
nature of law and gender, sexuality 
and normativity.

Caring for LGBTQ2S People : A Clinical Guide

PB | 588.pp | June 2022£42.99 |

Allan D. Peterkin
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781487521974

Written by experts with lived 
experiences, this essential text 
provides a comprehensive 
understanding of LGBTQ2S health.

Health and Healing in the Early Modern Iberian 
World : A Gendered Perspective

HB | 288.pp | April 2021£42.99 |

Sarah E. Owens
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781487505189

This interdisciplinary collection takes 
a deep dive into early modern 
Hispanic health and demonstrates the 
multiples ways medical practices and 
experiences are tied to gender.

On the Queerness of Early English Drama : Sex in 
the Subjunctive

HB | 256.pp | February 2021£42.99 |

Tison Pugh
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781487508746

This book probes occluded depictions 
of queerness in early English drama, 
ranging from medieval morality plays 
to Reformation interludes and 
beyond.
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Anthropological Theory for the Twenty-First 
Century : A Critical Approach

PB | 472.pp | April 2022£39.99 |

A. Lynn Bolles
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781487526375

This new collection of anthropological 
theory updates and diversifies the 
canon with contributions by 
important yet underrepresented 
scholars and theoretical discussions 
that reflect the state of the discipline 
today.

Teaching about Sex and Sexualities in Higher 
Education

PB | 360.pp | August 2021£23.99 |

Susan Hillock
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781487524722

Informed by a social justice lens, and 
featuring Canadian content and 
context, this edited multi-disciplinary 
book looks at current trends in the 
teaching of sexuality in higher 
education, including sexual well-being, 
positivity, diversity, mutual consent. 
focuses on the teaching of sexuality in 
higher education.

Fighter, Worker, and Family Man : German-Jewish 
Men and Their Gendered Experiences in Nazi 

PB | 264.pp | December 2021£21.99 |

Sebastian Huebel
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781487541248

Fighter, Worker, and Family Man 
explores how German-Jewish men 
tried to maintain their understandings 
of masculinity under Nazi rule.

All Things in Common : A Canadian Family and Its 
Island Utopia

PB | 224.pp | June 2021£19.99 |

Ruth Brouwer
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781487525569

All Things in Common explores the 
history of a Canadian utopian 
community, highlighting the roles of 
family, faith, and business pragmatism 
in its cohesion and longevity.

Caring for LGBTQ2S People : A Clinical Guide

HB | 588.pp | June 2022£85.99 |

Allan D. Peterkin
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781487502393

Written by experts with lived 
experiences, this essential text 
provides a comprehensive 
understanding of LGBTQ2S health.

Anthropological Theory for the Twenty-First 
Century : A Critical Approach

HB | 472.pp | March 2022£79.99 |

A. Lynn Bolles
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781487508845

This new collection of anthropological 
theory updates and diversifies the 
canon with contributions by 
important yet underrepresented 
scholars and theoretical discussions 
that reflect the state of the discipline 
today.
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Racism and the Making of Gay Rights : A 
Sexologist, His Student, and the Empire of Queer 

HB | 320.pp | July 2022£62.99 |

Laurie Marhoefer
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781487505813

A love story packed with gay history, 
this dual biography of a sexologist and 
his student sheds light on the early gay 
rights movement and the racist and 
imperial concepts that are embedded 
in queer politics.

Teaching about Sex and Sexualities in Higher 
Education

HB | 360.pp | September 2021£52.99 |

Susan Hillock
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781487507015

Informed by a social justice lens, and 
featuring Canadian content and 
context, this edited multi-disciplinary 
book looks at current trends in the 
teaching of sexuality in higher 
education, including sexual well-being, 
positivity, diversity, mutual consent. 
focuses on the teaching of sexuality in 
higher education.

All Things in Common : A Canadian Family and Its 
Island Utopia

HB | 224.pp | June 2021£49.99 |

Ruth Brouwer
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781487507978

All Things in Common explores the 
history of a Canadian utopian 
community, highlighting the roles of 
family, faith, and business pragmatism 
in its cohesion and longevity.

Fighter, Worker, and Family Man : German-Jewish 
Men and Their Gendered Experiences in Nazi 

HB | 264.pp | December 2021£49.99 |

Sebastian Huebel
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781487541231

Fighter, Worker, and Family Man 
explores how German-Jewish men 
tried to maintain their understandings 
of masculinity under Nazi rule.

The Trial of Jeanne Catherine : Infanticide in Early 
Modern Geneva

HB | 166.pp | February 2021£48.99 |

Sara Beam
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781487587680

This page-turning translation of a 
seventeenth-century infanticide trial 
tells the story of a single mother 
accused of poisoning two children, 
including her own.

Uncanny Youth : Childhood, the Gothic, and the 
Literary Americas

HB | 208.pp | May 2022£70.00 |

Suzanne Manizza Roszak
University of Wales Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781786838667

This book examines Gothic 
representations of childhood and 
adolescence in hemispheric American 
literature.
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Women's Lives : Self-Representation, Reception and 
Appropriation in the Middle Ages

HB | 352.pp | February 2022£70.00 |

Nahir I. Otano Gracia
University of Wales Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781786838339

Women's Lives recalls and celebrates 
the work of Elizabeth Petroff, an 
eminent scholar of Medieval Women 
Mystics, by proposing that the lives of 
medieval women may be read as 
models of positive transgression. Their 
representation and reception make 
powerful arguments for equality, 
agency and authority on behalf of the 
writers who employed them.

Stolen Limelight : Gender, Display and 
Displacement  In Modern Fiction in French

HB | 256.pp | May 2022£65.00 |

University of Wales Press (IPS UK/NBNI) | 9781786838605

Dynamics of display in gendered 
contexts put toward purposes of 
resistance are explored across six 
modern canonical and popular novels 
in French - including an African 
Francophone fiction and a murder 
mystery - as well as their selected film 
adaptations.


